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Abstract

Objectives: Small group learning is a well-established medical education strategy for cultivating essential communication skills. Yet, how best to measure communication quality in these groups remains understudied. The objective of this study was to adapt a communication methodology (Communication Quality Analysis) to medical education small group setting.

Methods: This was an observational study of Preclinical Medical Humanities small group discussions. Groups were recruited by convenience sampling. Audio-recordings of 12 sessions (3 groups; n=22 students and 3 facilitators) were transcribed and analyzed using Communication Quality Analysis. Three coders assessed communication quality by assigning numeric scores based on how well participants accomplished communication goals within five domains: content, engagement, relationship, emotion and identity. Dialogue was coded every five minutes for each domain, resulting in 2,658 data points for analysis. Coder reliability was assessed using intra-class correlations. Variance components were assessed using a generalized linear model.

Results: CQA was successfully adapted to the small group education context. High inter-rater reliability was established for each of five communication quality domains (ICC range 0.875 to 0.98). Variability in scores the relationship and identity scores was based primarily on the duration of class (ie. 5 minutes into class versus 35 minutes into class). Variability in the content, emotion, and engagement scores was based primarily on the participant (who was speaking). Considerable variability in domain scores was observed between participants, suggesting that the assessment is sensitive enough to detect nuanced differences between participants.

Conclusions: Our study shows that CQA is reliable when adapted to medical education small groups.
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1. Introduction

Small group learning is a well-established educational strategy that is used in a majority of U.S. medical schools (Kinkade, S., 2005) as well as in medical schools around the world (Christopher, D. F., Harte, K., & George, C. F., 2002; Schmidt, H. G., Vermeulen, L., & van der Molen, H. T., 2006). Small group learning improves understanding and retention of knowledge, while also facilitating development of important interpersonal skills, including listening, reflection, questioning, and coping with uncertainty. (Kinkade, S., 2005; Koh, G. C., Khoo, H. E., Wong, M. L., & Koh, D., 2008; Edmunds, S., & Brown, G., 2010; Ferris, H. A., 2015) Small group learning also helps to facilitate development of high quality communication skills that are key clinical competencies for clinicians. (Englander, R., Cameron, T., Ballard, A. J., Dodge, J., Bull, J., & Aschenbrener, C. A., 2013)

Multiple Goals Theory defines high quality communication as occurring when conversants balance three conversational goals simultaneously: “task goals” (accomplishing a particular task), “relational goals” (affirming or validating relationships with others), and “identity goals” (managing one’s self-presentation, ideas or agendas). (Caughlin, J. P., 2010) Low quality communication occurs when goals are not aligned or when one goal is pursued at the expense of the others. Grounded in this theory, Conversation Quality Analysis (CQA) operationalizes it into an objective, quantitative assessment of communication as it occurs. (Scott, A. M., & Caughlin, J. P., 2014; Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017; Scott, A. M., & Caughlin, J. P., 2012) Because Multiple Goals Theory is broad in its definition of communication quality, CQA has the unique potential to be applied in a wide variety of contexts. We have previously shown that CQA is a reliable and valid approach to the assessment of group communication about end-of-life issues, (Scott, A. M., & Caughlin, J. P., 2014; Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017; Scott, A. M., & Caughlin, J. P., 2012) but it has not yet been applied to other contexts, such as medical education.

The purpose of this study was to adapt the CQA methodology for use in the assessment of small group learning in medical education. To do so, we studied the communication quality of small groups during a pre-clerkship Medical Humanities course. We hypothesized that CQA can be reliably adapted to this context and would result in a reliable measure of communication quality in this setting. We also examined whether the assessment approach was capable of discriminating students’ level of performance.

2. Methods

2.1 Recruitment and Setting

This study took place at Penn State University College of Medicine. The Institutional Review Board approved this study. Nine small groups (consisting of first year medical students) were offered participation in the study based on continuity of small group facilitator throughout the year. Groups were enrolled in the study only if informed consent was obtained from all students in the small group and the faculty facilitator(s). Of the 9 groups approached, 6 provided consent and we analyzed 3 groups’ transcripts using Communication Quality Analysis (which resulted in 2,638 data points). The three groups were selected based on those who had consistent faculty facilitators throughout the sessions as intended in the course. We opted to record six groups’ sessions in case groups forgot to start/stop audio recorders and to account for potential group dropout from the study, although this did not occur. We chose to study only three groups for this pilot study because three was sufficient to provide us with enough experience and data points to assess feasibility and reliability of adapting the method to this context.

2.2 Description of Medical Humanities Small Group Sessions

The Medical Humanities course consists of 13 weekly sessions that involve a 50-minute large group plenary immediately followed by 50-minute small group breakout sessions consisting of 7-8 students and one faculty facilitator. Weekly class topics were: Culture of Medicine; The Wellness-Illness Continuum; Empathy; Suffering; Addiction; Spirituality; Disability; Caregiver Issues; Death and Dying; and Joy in Medicine. Each session has a written set of 4-5 learning objectives that are distributed to students and facilitators. All small group sessions were audio recorded for the 3 enrolled groups. In order to get a broad sampling of topics, four different sessions from each
of the 3 groups were transcribed, resulting in a total of 12 transcripts covering 10 topics.

2.3 Communication Quality Analysis (CQA)

CQA is a previously published technique for assessing the quality of conversation for each member of a group. (Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017) Briefly, CQA involves listening to audio of a conversation while reviewing transcripts and then assigning numeric scores of communication quality for five quality domains derived from the three goals: 1) task (engagement and content domain); 2) relational (relationship and emotion domain); and 3) identity (identity domain) Dialogue from each group member has a score assigned in five-minute increments for each of the five domains. Two authors (LJV, AMS) with experience using CQA trained two coders (TW, WD) using previously published methodology. (Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017)

2.3.1 Adaptation of the CQA Codebook to Medical Humanities Small Groups

To adapt the CQA codebook to the medical humanities small group context, three coders (LJV, WD, TW) first reviewed 2 transcripts and identified exemplars within the data that represented each of the five domains. Each coder revised the original end-of-life CQA coding dictionary to apply the definitions to the current data. (Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017) These definitions were then brought to the group and a consensus definition was defined. Once the group reached consensus for the domain definitions, exemplars were selected for each domain and were rated on a 7 point Likert scale as illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The CQA Coding Process](image)

Coders begin scoring dialogue at the neutral score for each domain (represented by the grey dot). As participants engage in dialogue in accordance with the codebook (bulleted text), scores are increased or decreased. Scores are recorded every five minutes for each of the five domains.

The definitions and scored exemplars formed the initial coding dictionary. After each of the three coders used this dictionary to individually code 15% of data, intra-class correlations were calculated. Conflicts in coding were resolved by group adjudications, and the codebook was refined to reflect the consensus reached in this group.
discussion. When intra-class correlations were >0.70 for each domain, the remainder of the dataset was coded independently by all three coders.

2.3.2 Assigning CQA Scores

Table 1 provides examples of low, neutral and high scoring exemplars from discussions for each of the five domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Additional Domains*</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Justification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>[F-3-4 describes helping a dog tied up in the rain during norming/check-in]</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not discussing class topics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-4-4: What kind of dog was it?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sharing personal experience during check-in; group consensus building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-3-4: A little Australian cattle dog.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M-1-4: It was nice, I mean, it was very friendly.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GF-4: I’m just trying to picture my dog tied up outside. She would not like—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-3-4: And during the storm yesterday, too.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[lots of comments: Oh yeah, that sucks]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M-1-4: What are the rules legally regarding that (referring to an obligation to provide medical care to a terrorist injured in his attack ). Can you refuse to get involved or if you are called in—or what are the rules regarding that?</td>
<td>M-1-4</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Talking about legal aspect of providing care rather than empathy per se, but it is still on the class topic (empathy).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GF-4: It would depend on kind of where you are and what you’re practicing, so if you’re in the emergency room…you can’t refuse there…but if he’s now stabilized and you’re trying to send him somewhere for follow-up care, perhaps. It would vary.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Asking probing questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GF-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Answering questions related to the topic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Elaborates and explains answers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M-2-4: I think that’s a really interesting topic (referring to another student’s comment)...most of my time was spent in an emergency room and it can be very shocking when you see the first patient like die in front of you but that kind of desensitizes you when it happens. A lot of the stuff that you’re talking about, like joking in OR and stuff… it’s very interesting to me that some people, that’s their way of dealing with stress is like they aren’t really, they empathize</td>
<td>M-2-4</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Overtly discussing the class topic–empathy; internalizing previous experiences related to empathy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M-2-4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Elaborating on ideas and opinions in depth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Affirming other person’s contribution to conversation, seeking to understand others’ points of view, providing alternative explanations for others’ behavior (ie. facesaving)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with the patient and I know it because I’ve worked with them so often, and you know the person, but their way of dealing with the stress of being in the ER… is kind of just joking around. And I understand that.

**Emotion** 1  
F-2-4: I think it comes back to the idea of being professional and just knowing that as a physician, our first and foremost priority is for the patient, like medically, like to treat them, if they’re dying is to save their life… even though they may be a criminal that did something we don’t agree with…[we have to] save them [although] they may still go out and do like things that we don’t agree with or things that are illegal but I don’t think as physicians, we’re the judge of … I don’t think that’s specifically one of our roles.

**Emotion** 2  
GF-4: I don’t know that anybody has totally changed. I think though that there are probably different times in your life perhaps that you’re not at your best self so I know during internship, I was probably, there were times I know I was not at my best self because you are exhausted and there are a lot of pressures so I think that that does play into it.

**Emotion** 3  
M-1-4: I’ve actually been on the
opposite end of that as the patient where something was seriously wrong and the doctor kind of assumed that I was just seeking attention. I was in really, really, really bad shape. And it’s definitely scary being like that and trying to get something across and the doctor’s not really listening.

<p>| 4  | M-1-4: …if I know someone is a child molester or something like I’d have a very, very tough for me to set aside my personal feelings … I don’t know how I’m going to be able to balance that out. I’d love to say I can just do my job, but there’s definitely something more than just doing a job that makes you a physician, and I wouldn’t be able to have empathy for them. | M-1-4 | Emotion | 7 | Acknowledging one’s limitations, displaying vulnerability, discussing hardship |
| 1  | GF-5: My experience has been doctors, it’s unbelievable how doctors will turn a blind eye. I can’t tell you how many experiences, I, I for years have been involved with impaired physicians … it’s incredible how bad we are, how bad you guys are, how bad I am in terms of we’ll see a colleague in the hallway, we smell alcohol on his breath or he’s making a series of mistakes and no one says anything. We just all kind of walk on by and just [unclear] until a patient dies, the hospital gets sued, and you know, then. I don’t know why we do that. But we tend not to confront one another. | GF-5 | Relationships | 1 | Making negative assumptions about others in the room, critical or demeaning of others |
| 2  | GF-4: Yeah, so we’re over the jet lag and had a day to try to catch up and [unclear] a little bit of catch up. Familiar concept. Play catch up even as attendings. M-1-4: So it doesn’t get any better? [group laughter] GF-4: Different kind of catch up, you find out. | All | Relationships | 5 | Building group consensus |
| 3  | F-1-4: Sure. It doesn’t matter. I think it went well. I like, I think the stories from people’s personal experiences help a lot and I definitely think like people can express how they are really thinking here, so I think it went well. | F-1-4 | Relationships | 6 | Reinforcing group dynamic |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All</th>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Building group consensus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F-2-4: This weekend was good. I’m doing well. I met my patient for the patient project with my partner on Sunday. That went really well. And yeah, everything’s going ok, except I dropped my phone this morning— [loud chorus of, “oh, no”] F-2-4: --and now my screen’s cracked. Yeah, that was the only thing, I was like, great— M-3-4: That’s the worst. M-2-4: I did that last week. F-2-4: I know, I’m like debating if I should fix it or not. If it’s even worth it. M-1-4: [unclear] 100 bucks. F-2-4: I looked on Apple, and it’s like 100 bucks, to send it in. But— everything else is good though. M-1-4: You have to hope you don’t slice your finger one time though. F-2-4: Yeah, thankfully I have a screen protector on…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M-1-4: I actually really kind of. Couple things. I’m actually going have to start, probably going to be doing some thinking over the next couple of days late at night just about these kinds of things as I’m going to bed, kind of wrestling with some of these things that are kind of challenging my own inner beliefs [unclear]. Back of my mind kind of thinking for a while trying to resolve it. I just want to kind of thank people for making me grow as a person. I like how kind of open it is. Honestly, I have no problem with you interrupting me, if anything I feel that it makes it feel less formal. M-1-4</td>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Discussing feelings personal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Identity**

| 1   | M-1-4: I definitely think stress always brings out a person’s true character. And-- M-3-4: [interrupting/interjecting] Right, I agree and like certain, maybe even like the retard comment, maybe that was off the hand, maybe that’s not really speaking to that person’s character because I do think that does happen sometimes, I mean, we all let something slip out there like we’re like, ‘oh man, like I just—’ |
| All | Identity | 2 | Talking over one another, frequent interruptions; not a ‘1’ because some acknowledgement of common ground |
2.3.3 Scoring Task Goals (Content and Engagement Domains)

The content domain was scored by rating the degree to which participants discussed relevant topics (ie. the class topic of the day, see Table 1). For the content domain, the ‘neutral’ score was set at ‘1’ and raised incrementally depending on the degree to which participants discuss relevant topics and the degree to which they explore those topics. The neutral position was set at 1 because previous studies found that coders were more reliable rating the ‘presence’ of content rather than the ‘absence of content’. (Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017) The highest scores were assigned to participants who engaged in a broad and deep exploration of the topic of the day either by asking provocative questions or discussing the topic on a
sophisticated level (e.g. examining the topic from various perspectives).

It is customary at the beginning of humanities small group classes that students have a brief “check-in” during which they take turns sharing with the group ‘how they’re doing’ or perhaps an event that has occurred recently. This dialogue was rated as content ‘neutral’ (unless it related to the ‘topic of the day’) even though it is considered an important part of the class expectations. However, these conversations were rated more highly in other quality domains (i.e. emotion, relationship) based on the degree to which the participants disclosed sensitive information or shared with the group.

The engagement domain was scored by rating the degree to which individuals participate in the conversation (regardless of whether or not the dialogue is ‘on topic’). Unlike the content domain, the neutral score for engagement was set at ‘4’ because of the normative expectation for participants in these groups to, at a minimum, engage in courteous conversation. As participants elaborated on their ideas (whether related to the topic or not), probed others’ ideas with questions, contributed to and/or tracked with the conversation, and explained their ideas, scores were increased. When individuals did not participate in the conversation, deflected conversation away from themselves or required significant prompting from the facilitator to participate, the score was reduced from ‘4’ down to a ‘1’.

2.3.4 Scoring Relational Goals (Emotion and Relationship Domains)

The emotion domain was scored by rating the degree to which participants discussed or disclosed sensitive, emotionally vulnerable topics. The neutral score for the emotion domain was set at ‘1’ because, like the content domain, previous studies found that coders were more reliable in their ratings of the ‘presence’ of emotion than they were in identifying the ‘absence’ of emotion. (Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017) When participants acknowledged emotion or discussed personal experiences, scores were increased from ‘1’ towards ‘7’. The highest scores (6 or 7) were assigned when participants explicitly disclosed their own emotions, shared sensitive or personal information, or revealed vulnerability.

The relationship domain was scored by rating the degree to which participants affirmed or validated the value of relationships either within the small group (which resulted in the highest relationship scores) or relationships with persons outside the small group setting (e.g. physician-patient relationships). The neutral score for relationships was set at ‘4’ because it was possible for participants to affirm (higher scores) or undermine (lower scores) relationships with their comments. Comments that sought to build group comradery, showed concern for others’ experiences, reinforced the group dynamic, or shared personal experiences resulted in increased relationship scores. When participants de-valued relationships, used sarcasm or jabs in clearly non-playful ways, demeaned others or made negative statements about others, the score was decreased towards ‘1’. If participants refused to discuss a topic or share with the group, relationship scores were also decreased since this demonstrated a lack of good faith effort to trust others in the group.

2.3.5 Scoring Identity Goals (Identity Domain)

Attention to identity goals was scored on one domain (the identity domain). This domain was scored by rating the degree to which participants showed respect for others’ views and perspectives. Like the relationship domain, the neutral identity score was set at ‘4’ because identities could be affirmed or undermined. When participants made affirming statements about others’ ideas or views, respected the autonomy of others, or acknowledged others’ viewpoints (even if they disagreed), identity scores were increased from ‘4’ towards ‘7’. Similarly, when participants offered alternative, flattering explanations for another’s behaviors or comments (‘facesaving’), scores were increased. When participants criticized or demeaned others’ ideas, disagreed with others in a contentious way, frequently interrupted, acted in a patronizing or condescending fashion, or turned focus towards themselves (i.e. being egocentric), identity scores were lowered.

2.3.6 Calculation of the Domain and Multiple Goals Scores

Coders listened to the audio recordings of the class sessions while following along with the written transcripts of the group discussion. At every 5-minute interval of audio, five scores were assigned for each participant for each domain. Thus, for each 50-minute class, 10 scores were assigned per domain. The scores for each domain were averaged together to reach an overall domain score for each participant. This resulted in each participant receiving 5 overall scores for each class session.

Then, we calculated an overall Multiple Goals Score for each student. (Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017) Briefly, this ‘breadth’ score condenses the five domain scores into three goals scores that represent attention to ‘task’ (the average of content and engagement domains), ‘relational’ (the average of relationships and emotion domains), and ‘identity’ goals (identity domain). Based on the sample
mean, a normative score was assigned for each time segment for each of these three goals: ‘0’ if the conversant scores at or below the sample mean and ‘1’ if the conversant scores above the sample mean. A Multiple Goals Score was then calculated for each time segment by adding the three normative goals, and then averaging those scores across time segments to produce the final Multiple Goals Score (range 0-3).

2.4 Data Analysis

2.4.1 Calculation of the Intra-class Correlation Coefficient and Variance Components

The intra-class correlation coefficient (which measures the agreement between coders) acted as the primary result for which evaluation of successful application of CQA to the medical humanities setting was assessed. The ICC was calculated by taking the difference between the total variability and the variability due to the coder effect and dividing this by the total variability, for each domain. To ensure that silence was not a factor in our analysis, the ICC was calculated in two ways: 1) including all silent time segments in the dataset (when individuals were silent, their scores were set to the neutral value for each domain); and 2) excluding all silent time segments (when individuals were silent, the scores were set to ‘missing’ values for each domain).

To evaluate potential sources of variability that may have impacted each communication domain, we applied a generalized linear mixed-effects model. A total of five variance components were considered: a group effect, subjects nested within the groups, class topics nested within the groups, time nested within class topics and within groups, and a coder effect.

To account for varied participant-levels of communication that define the group quality standards, a nested effect for subjects within the groups was taken into consideration. Additionally, each group of students participated in small-group discussions on varying class topics. Therefore, the topic of discussion for each class also was dependent on the groups to which the subjects belonged. Effectively, the length of time that the class discussion required, and hence the duration of the class, was measured via a surrogate value, the number of 5-minute time segments for which each student is scored. The number of data points for each student is correspondingly dependent upon the number of five-minute time segments (i.e. the length of the class). The number of time segments is dependent on: a) the class topic (since duration of the class varied); and b) the group (since the class topic differs between the groups). This hierarchical nature of the number of data points provides the rationale for considering each nested effects. This analysis, time was treated as an ordinal variable, with lower values representing the start of the class and higher values representing the end of the class. Finally, each 5-minute time segment for each student (in every group and for every class topic) was scored independently by three coders.

To describe these different sources of variability that may affect overall domain scoring, SAS 9.4 was used to estimate the specified variance components by fitting a generalized linear model via PROC GLIMMIX, using random intercepts for the five effects mentioned previously above for each of the five outcome domains. A cumulative probit link function was embedded within each model, in which a multinomial distribution was assumed for the data from each domain. The variance components were then calculated as percentages of total variability for each domain response. These variance components provide information on the amount of variability that can be attributed to the outcome due to each component that was considered in the random-intercept-only models.

3. Results

Three small groups (n=25 individuals) participated in the study, of which there were 3 faculty facilitators (2 male; 1 female) and 22 first year medical students (45% male, 55% female). The mean, median, range, and reliability statistics of CQA scores by domain are shown in Table 2. For all domains, the intra-class correlations were >0.93 when including individuals’ silent segments in the analysis and >0.87 when removing their silent segments from the analysis. The mean scores and confidence intervals for Group 5 are shown in Figure 2. Group 5 was selected as the exemplar group because the scores in this group were the most variable.
Table 2. Description of CQA domain scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Neutral Score</th>
<th>Mean (95% CL)</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Median (IQR)</th>
<th>Min-Max</th>
<th>Intraclass correlation (including silence)</th>
<th>Intraclass correlation (excluding silence)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.49 (2.42, 2.56)</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.94 (1.89, 2.00)</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.91 (4.88, 4.95)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.20 (4.18, 4.22)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.18 (4.16, 4.20)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.93 (0.89, 0.97)</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scores are averages of all time increments, classes, subjects, and coders; ICC reflects Coder Agreement.

Figure 2. CQA scores for one small group

Bars represent the average scores that were coded in five minute intervals for each domain (1= low quality; 7=high quality). Horizontal lines represent a neutral score (1= neutral for content and emotion domains; 4= neutral for engagement, relationship and identity domains). The Multiple Goals Score represents the overall communication quality across all domains, with a score of 3 representing the highest communication quality.
3.1 Variability in CQA Scores

Figure 3 shows the considered sources of variability and their respective percentage of the total variability for each of the five domains. We found that content, emotion, and engagement domain score variability was primarily driven by the individual subjects (nested within the three communication groups); while relational and identity domain score variability was accounted for by duration of class (i.e. five minutes into class versus 35 minutes into class). The total variability of the Content domain appears to be larger than that for the Emotional, Relational, and Identity domains, all of which had observed minimum scores of 1 and observed maximum scores of 7. It is difficult to qualitatively compare the total variability of the Engagement domain with the others, however, due to the fact that the observed minimum score for the Engagement domain was a 2.

![Figure 3. Sources of variability in CQA scores](image)

Percentages represent the degree to which the source accounts for the variability within the scores (by domain).

4. Discussion

This study was the first to apply Communication Quality Analysis (CQA) to a medical education small group setting. Small group learning has become a prevalent and important element of medical education that is thought to promote development of important communication skills. However, there are, to our knowledge, no theory-based, rigorous evaluation methods available to educators wishing to assess the communication quality that results in these small groups. As such, this study was intended to adapt CQA for use in medical humanities small groups, and to determine whether its use resulted in reliable and valid results for the assessment of small group communication quality. Our results demonstrate that the use of CQA can be successfully adapted to the medical education setting (covering a variety of class topics) while also maintaining high inter-coder rater reliability as assessed by the intra-class correlation coefficients. We also observed that the scoring system displays considerable variability between
participants, regardless of the class topic, which is a key characteristic of a discriminating assessment tool. In doing so, this study has taken the first step towards validating a useful and informative methodology that could be applied to medical education research, and eventually used as a small group discussion evaluation tool. This discussion will focus first on the methodological and statistical findings of this study, and will then consider how this measure may be useful for medical educators in general.

4.1 Methodological and Statistical Considerations

4.1.1 Adaptability and Reliability of CQA Scores

Our finding that CQA was easily adapted to a context beyond end-of-life communication (the topic on which the method was originally developed and validated) (Scott, A. M., & Caughlin, J. P., 2014; Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017; Scott, A. M., & Caughlin, J. P., 2012) while also maintaining reliability is important because it provides evidence that CQA could be used more broadly as a communication quality assessment tool across fields and content areas. We observed very strong inter-rater reliability with high intra-class correlations among the three coders (>0.93). To ensure that this high level of reliability was not associated with the ease of coding silence (i.e., segments that are quite easy for coders to agree upon), we analyzed the data both including and then excluding segments where students made no verbal contributions. When excluding silence, we found no substantial difference in intra-class correlations, suggesting that coders were reliably coding active discussion and that the high reliability was not attributed to coders agreeing that students were silent. We also found CQA scores were reliable even when coding diverse small group discussion topics within this dataset (e.g., the culture of medicine, spirituality, disability, etc).

We also learned that when adapting the CQA codebook to other contexts, the normative expectations of the group dynamic and expected goal attention should be considered when modifying the CQA codebook. Specifically, when coding the relationship domain, we found that, unlike previous studies (Scott, A. M., 2011) scores in the relationship domain were predominantly neutral (mean 4.19). This neutral score makes sense when considering that the codebook defined the highest scores in the relationship domain as those that affirm or validate the value of relationships either within the small group (which results in the highest relationship scores) with only smaller increases in score for discussions related to relationships with persons outside the small group setting (e.g. physician-patient relationships). Specifically, in the medical education small group setting, comments about the patient-provider relationship are more normative than comments about student-student relationships. Thus, for future iterations of the CQA codebook, we recommend considering the normative expectations of the group conversation when setting the highest and lowest score limits for each of the domains.

4.1.2 Variability in CQA Scores

We observed that the scoring system of CQA demonstrated considerable variability across individual students and topics. This indicates that CQA is sensitive enough to detect nuanced differences between the participants being studied. We assessed variability qualitatively by examining magnitude of each participant’s scores and the respective confidence intervals (Figure 5) for each student and also for each class topic. Figure 5 shows that there was meaningful variability (non-overlapping confidence intervals) between participants, but also that some individual participants had variable CQA scores depending on the class topic of the day (within-subject variability appears to be dependent on the class topic). Furthermore, when we examined the source of variability of the dataset as a whole, we found that for the content, engagement and emotion domains, the individual student was responsible for 49-76% of the variability in scores and the class topic for only 3-10%. This finding suggests that the topic of the day contributes less to the quality of student communication with respect to all domains than does individual characteristics. However generally speaking, the topic of the day had a larger influence on some domains than others, suggesting that perhaps the topic is less salient to communication quality than the student composition of the small groups.

Less variability was observed in the identity and relationship domains than in the other three domains, which is consistent with findings from some previous studies utilizing CQA in groups, (Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017) yet not others. (Scott, A. M., 2011) Similarly, while some variability was present in the engagement domain, this was less pronounced in our dataset compared to prior studies. (Van Scoy, L. J., Scott, A. M., Reading, J. M., Chuang, C. H., Chinchilli, V. M., … Levi, B. H., 2017) Such differences imply that different goals become more salient in different contexts and groups. For example, education contexts, where student grades are in large part determined by class participation (i.e. engagement), our results suggest that students are more likely to make a good faith effort at contributing to the dialogue than perhaps some family groups discussing end-of-life issues where there is not a normative expectation that all individuals contribute equally to the dialogue. Similarly, in education context, relationships center primarily around professionalism and...
mutual respect, rather than explicit affirmations of relationships (i.e. expressions of love). Thus, the variability (and definition) of each domain should be considered when adapting CQA to various contexts.

We also found that the primary source of variability for the content, emotion, and engagement domains was most dependent on the individual participant (versus topic, time segment, etc), whereas the primary source of variability for the relational and identity domain, was the time segment (early versus late in the class). This suggests that the content, emotion, and engagement domains are a function of individual factors, whereas relationship and identity domains are more attributable to group norms and operate at a group level. This offers further support that CQA adapts to the setting and context in which it is applied.

Several methodologic limitations of this study warrant consideration. For this first study using CQA in small group sessions, only three small groups were included in this analysis (albeit the analysis included 2,658 data points). Further study of additional small groups is warranted to establish generalizability and reproducibility of using CQA in this context. Second, in order to learn whether CQA could be adapted broadly across class topics (rather than to compare group scores on a single topic), we opted to analyze different class topics for each of the three groups which limited our ability to compare scores across class topics. Third, the method does not account for important non-verbal communication behaviors (such as head nodding, active listening, or silent engagement). Finally, this study did not assess various aspects of construct validity using CQA. (Royal, K. D., 2017)

4.2 Implications for Medical Educators

Although small group learning is a major element of modern medical education, very little attention has been paid to on how best to evaluate the communication quality within groups in an objective and quantifiable manner. CQA offers a promising approach to doing so by enabling study of small group communication quality in an more objective, rigorous, and theory-based way. CQA provides an important measure that could be used to evaluate the impact of novel curricular activities, varied facilitation techniques, and/or various types of groups (e.g. homogenous vs. interdisciplinary groups) on communication quality and other educational outcomes. In its current state, it is likely too labor intensive for general educators to use CQA as a routine individual student assessment, but further development and refinement may enable CQA to be applied more broadly. Studies are underway to simplify the transcript-based CQA methodology to one that can be utilized in real-time without the reliance upon transcripts, making it a more generalizable method for medical educators. Ongoing studies are also assessing discriminant validity by comparing CQA scores with traditional communication quality assessments.

5. Conclusion

We found that CQA is easily adapted to a medical education small group learning context, and that the resultant scores have high inter-rater reliability. Further, we observed meaningful variability in CQA scores that would allow the measure to be a useful tool for assessment. CQA is a promising, well-evidenced communication evaluation methodology that, with further refinement, has the potential to be used in wide variety of health settings.
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